Objective: This work investigates the potential of photoplethysmography (PPG) to detect a spontaneous pulse from the finger, nose or ear in order to support pulse checks during cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR). Methods: In a prospective single-center cross-sectional study, PPG signals were acquired from cardiac arrest victims who underwent CPR. The PPG signals were analyzed and compared to arterial blood pressure (ABP) signals as a reference during three distinct phases of CPR: compression pauses, on-going compressions and at very low arterial blood pressure. Data analysis was based on a qualitative subjective visual description of similarities of the frequency content of PPG and ABP waveform. Results: In 9 patients PPG waveforms corresponded to ABP waveforms during normal blood pressures. During ABP in the clinically challenging range of 60 to 90 mmHg and during chest compressions and pauses, PPG continued to resemble ABP, as both signals showed similar frequency components as a result of chest compressions as well as cardiac activity. Altogether 1199 s of PPG data in compression pauses were expected to show a spontaneous pulse, of which 732 s (61%) of data were artifact-free and showed the spontaneous pulse as visible in the ABP. Conclusions: PPG signals at all investigated sites can indicate pulse presence at the moment the heart resumes beating as verified via the ABP signal. Therefore, PPG may provide decision support during CPR, especially related to preventing and shortening interruptions for unnecessary pulse checks. This could have impact on CPR outcome and should further be investigated.
Introduction
Objectified assessment of patient condition during cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), especially assessment of cardiac arrest and return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC) during chest compressions, can be very challenging and is often not possible, yet essential for treatment decisions. It is expected that additional physiological information may be useful in adjusting CPR to the state of the patient, but there has been little practical progress towards this goal.
Manual pulse check during CPR, whether performed by first responders or professional helpers, is difficult to perform, often unreliable and requires interruption of chest compressions [1] [2] [3] . If too long, these interruptions can negatively impact outcome [4, 5] and therefore minimizing pauses is strongly recommended [6] . In CPR guidelines, recommendation for pulse check by lay responders was removed and only conditional approval for pulse check by professional responders was retained [7] . A technical solution providing a quick and reliable pulse check could permit re-introduction of this important assessment, but has yet to be forthcoming [8] .
Photoplethysmography (PPG) is the optical technology used in pulse oximeters. PPG measures changes in blood volume by emitting light through tissue, is used to monitor spontaneous pulse rate and other hemodynamic parameters [9] [10] [11] and is a non-invasive and easy-to-use technology. It is ubiquitously applied in acute care settings for patient monitoring. However, only recently technical progress in signal fusion and signal processing made PPG-based pulse detection during periodical motion feasible. This technology is now in widespread use in health watches for fitness consumer applications. Besides this technical progress we showed in pre-clinical CPR studies under controlled conditions [12, 13] that PPG appears to have the potential to indicate when the heart resumes beating and should therefore be reconsidered as a tool in CPR decision support.
The goal of this work was to investigate the potential of PPG to detect the presence and rate of spontaneous pulse during chest compressions, pauses in compressions and after ROSC in a clinical setting.
Materials and methods
Hemodynamic waveforms and supporting clinical data of 19 patients undergoing CPR with chest compressions were collected in a prospective single-center cross-sectional study, conducted at the Department of Emergency Medicine, Medical University Vienna, from October 2012 until January 2014.
Ethics, consent and permissions
The investigation complied with the Declaration of Helsinki's principles for physicians engaged in biomedical research involving human subjects and was approved by the appropriate ethics committee. Since enrolled patients were all unconscious, in cardiac arrest and undergoing CPR, the Institutional Review Board waived the need for informed consent. [https://ekmeduniwien.at/core/catalog/2012 (EK-Nr: 1574/ 2012)].
Setup and patients
The Department of Emergency Medicine is an interdisciplinary emergency department (ED) with a complete 14-bed intensive care unit (ICU), where patients are routinely treated after resuscitation. Most patients in this study were brought to our ICU by the ambulance service after suffering out-of-hospital cardiac arrest. Some patients suffered cardiac arrest at the ED during workup. Patients fit inclusion criteria if they presented at the ICU of the ED in cardiac arrest and underwent CPR. If they fit inclusion criteria and enrolment in this study was assumed not to interfere with their routine medical care, non-invasive PPG sensors were attached to finger, nose and ear, as described in detail below. No patient had to be excluded from the study because of interference with routine medical care.
Standard monitors
Arterial blood pressure (ABP), electrocardiography (ECG) and pulse oximetry data were collected from Philips Intellivue® (Philips GmbH, Vienna, Austria) bedside monitors. Arterial blood pressure was measured from a catheter in the radial artery. Pulse oximetry was gathered from a finger. The pulse oximetry module provided a filtered PPG signal, referred to as plethwave.
Supplemental monitors
A Philips Respironics® NICO Cardiopulmonary Management System monitor (Philips GmbH, Vienna, Austria) was used for capnography and a second finger pulse oximetry measurement at the opposite hand from that used by the Intellivue pulse oximeter. Philips Novametrix Oxypleth® pulse oximetry monitors (Philips GmbH, Vienna, Austria) measured data at the nose (nasal septum or alar wing) and the ear pinna, with standard "Y sensors" and ear clips. These monitors provided unfiltered, "raw", red and infrared PPG signals.
Data collection
Data from the Intellivue, NICO and Oxypleth monitors was recorded on a dedicated laptop computer using custom software. Waveforms originating from different monitors were synchronized using custom software. Additionally, clinical data including demographic information, clinical circumstances and short-term outcome, as well as blood gas laboratory results was gathered for each patient.
Analysis
PPG signals were studied during three distinct phases in CPR: during compression pauses, during on-going compressions and after ROSC at very low ABP. The PPG signal time-traces as well as their frequency content were studied. The frequency content of the signals was displayed via spectrograms, which visualize which frequencies (oscillating components) are present in the signal over time. In this prospective single-center cross-sectional study our primary objective was limited to a qualitative visual description of similarities between PPG and ABP waveforms. We defined similarity between PPG and ABP differently for the three distinct phases in CPR. During pauses and after ROSC at very low ABP, we defined similarity as both PPG and ABP signals showing either presence or absence of a spontaneous pulse. During compressions, we defined similarity as both PPG and ABP signals showing either only quasi-periodic compression artifacts, or a more complex shape because a compression artifact as well as a spontaneous pulse were present in the signal, as we observed in preclinical studies [13] . Overall results were presented for the PPG signals measured in the compression pauses by visually determining for what percentage of time the PPG signals showed a spontaneous pulse, when this was expected based on the ABP reference signal. In this preliminary investigation with its small sample size, and with the current clinical evidence at hand, we thought this presentation to be most appropriate. The goal was limited to showing the potential of PPG to detect spontaneous pulse during CPR, such as during compression pauses and during on-going compressions.
Results
Data from 9 of 19 patients was sufficient for analysis. Table 1 provides demographic details on these patients. waveforms are marked based on visual inspection. After compressions stopped, as indicated by the dashed vertical line, systolic blood pressure exceeded 60 mmHg, a stabilizing ECG rhythm was observed and EtCO 2 built up over 40 mmHg, which was indicative of ROSC for this patient. In the period without compressions, spontaneous pulses were visible in all PPG signals coinciding with the spontaneous pulses in the ABP wave. After compressions stopped, the spontaneous pulses appeared in the PPG signals with different delays, as indicated by the arrows. In both peripheral finger PPG signals, the spontaneous pulses appeared immediately after compressions stopped, but in the central nose and ear PPG signals, spontaneous pulses appeared after a delay of about 10 and 20 s, respectively. Furthermore, pulse morphology was different in the processed plethwave acquired from the finger (IntelliVue monitor) and the raw PPG signal acquired from the finger (NICO monitor). Fig. 2 shows the PPG signals from finger, nose and ear with as reference signals the ABP and EtCO 2 signals, acquired from patient 5. Fig. 2 shows the episode where patient 5 undergoes extracorporeal life support (ECLS) with a non-pulsatile flow and develops a spontaneous pulse again. Prior to ECLS, patient 5 first underwent CPR with compressions, which was unsuccessful and which episode precedes the ECLS episode shown in Fig. 2 . Artifacts in the waveforms in Fig. 2 are marked based on visual inspection. We see that pulses appeared in all PPG signals once the heart resumed beating. As indicated by the arrows, the spontaneous pulses appeared directly in the central nose and ear PPG signals, but were delayed by about 50 s in the finger PPG signal. Pulses appear in the central PPG signals at pulse pressures as low as only 4 mmHg. All PPG signals showed spontaneous pulses before EtCO 2 exceeded 40 mmHg, which can be considered indicative of ROSC. Also here pulse morphology was different in the processed plethwave acquired from the finger (IntelliVue monitor) and the raw PPG signal acquired from the finger (NICO monitor). Fig. 3 shows PPG signals from finger, nose and ear, with as references ABP and EtCO 2 , acquired from patient 1 during a sequence of compressions and no compressions. During compressions all acquired waves showed compression-induced artifacts. In the period without compressions, a spontaneous pulse was visible in the ABP wave with a low mean pressure of about 19 mmHg and a small pulse pressure of about 18 mmHg. At that time, EtCO 2 was about 40 mmHg. Consequently, there was no clear indication of ROSC. In this period without compressions, only the nose PPG signal showed presence of a spontaneous pulse. Fig. 4 shows PPG signals from finger, nose and ear, with as references ABP and ECG, acquired from patient 9 during a sequence of compressions and no compressions. During compressions all acquired waves showed compression-induced artifacts. In the period without compressions, a spontaneous pulse was visible in the ABP wave with a mean pressure of about 90 mmHg and a small pulse pressure of about 5 mmHg. In this period without compressions, only the finger PPG signal showed presence of a spontaneous pulse. Table 2 shows for what percentage of time the PPG signals measured during compression pauses showed a spontaneous pulse, when this was to be expected based on the ABP reference signal. The expected time per PPG signal indicates the maximum time that one could expect to observe a spontaneous pulse in the PPG signal. We defined this maximum as the time that the ABP shows a spontaneous pulse and there were no coinciding artifacts in the PPG signal. The maximum time can therefore differ for each individual PPG signal. Artifacts have been identified based on morphology (e.g., spikes, irregular/non-consistent appearance, large pulsatility) and have been considered to indicate attachment issues or motion of the sensor, and were therefore excluded. Spontaneous pulses in the ABP signal have been identified based on visual inspection. Arrhythmic pulses have been included as well as small pulses with pulse pressures of 5-10 mmHg. Patient 5 first underwent CPR with compressions, but did not develop a spontaneous pulse until the CPR procedure was changed to ECLS. As there was no spontaneous pulse during CPR with compressions, Table 2 lists "n.a." for patient 5 .
When looking at the data from the finger sensor of the Intellivue monitor, which is routinely used at the emergency department, the PPG signal was expected to show a spontaneous pulse for at most 161 s, while it showed a spontaneous pulse for 81 s (50%). The NICO finger PPG signal was expected to show a spontaneous pulse for 307 s, while it showed a spontaneous pulse for 199 s (65%). The nose PPG signal was expected to show a spontaneous pulse for 326 s, while it showed a spontaneous pulse for 244 s (75%). And the ear PPG signal was expected to show a spontaneous pulse for 405 s, while it showed a spontaneous pulse for 208 s (51%).
Pulse Detection during Compressions. Fig. 5 shows finger, nose and ear PPG signals with ABP and ECG signals as physiological references, acquired from patient 6 when the heart resumes beating during on-going chest compressions. When compressions were delivered during cardiac arrest, to the left of the first vertical dashed line, the PPG signals showed compression artifacts with a relatively stable morphology. When the heart resumed beating during compressions, as the rising blood pressure indicated in between the dashed vertical lines, the morphology of the PPG signals suddenly changed, the onset of which is marked by the arrows. Here, the PPG signal started to look more complex, as a result of the appearance of a spontaneous pulse component in the PPG signal, which is superimposed to the chest compression artifacts. When the compressions stopped to the right of the second dashed vertical line, all PPG signals kept showing spontaneous pulses as can be verified from the ABP and ECG signals. The pulsatility of the spontaneous pulse varied among the PPG signals, with the finger PPG signal having the weakest pulsatility and the nose PPG signal having the strongest pulsatility. After compressions stopped, the levels in the ABP were indicative of ROSC. ABP indicates the time per PPG signal that the ABP shows a spontaneous pulse and there is no artifact in the PPG signal -this is the maximum time that a spontaneous pulse could be expected in the PPG signal; s indicates seconds, % percent; n.a. not available.
spectrograms, which was different than the compression rate. This was the spontaneous pulse rate of the patient, which varied over time during chest compressions and continues when chest compressions stopped. This spontaneous pulse component was what changed the morphology of the PPG waveforms in Fig. 5 . As Fig. 6 illustrates, a spectrogram can be used to identify a spontaneous pulse component with a stable rate and to distinguish between the spontaneous pulse rate and the chest compression rate.
Discussion
Using state-of-the-art PPG sensors in 9 patients during CPR, PPGbased pulse detection at finger, nose and ear was feasible during ongoing compressions and compression pauses, confirming our pre-clinical findings [12] [13] [14] . Since measurements in pre-clinical studies were made under controlled conditions, this data was not corrupted by artifacts other than those resulting from compressions. However, since in reality conditions during CPR are different and much more difficult, pre-clinical studies stated the necessity of a clinical study to explore the use of PPG under actual conditions. In our study, we were able to illustrate that PPG, as additional method of monitoring patients in cardiac arrest, could provide pulse detection as a means for decision support in CPR. Placing arterial catheters in patients in cardiac arrest can be extremely challenging, time consuming and is sometimes not possible until ROSC is achieved. We believe that especially patients not yet monitored by ABP could benefit a lot from this method of non-invasive monitoring. By showing absence of a spontaneous pulse, PPG could help prevent or shorten interruptions of chest compressions for unnecessary pulse checks. By showing presence of a spontaneous pulse during compressions, PPG may guide frequency and timing of stops in compressions and thereby help reduce the chance of compressioninduced refibrillation. Another benefit of showing presence of a spontaneous pulse might be that PPG could indicate to delay administration of a vasopressor and thereby reduce the chance of causing hemodynamic instability. The use of time-frequency representations for the PPG signals (Fig. 6) is an important aspect of the analysis performed in this study. During CPR, the spectrogram helps in an intuitive way to identify the sudden appearance of a pulse signal caused by a spontaneously beating heart, and to distinguish this signal component from signal components due to compressions. Moreover, the signal components due to compressions can be easily identified in the spectrograms because the compression-related frequencies can typically be derived from the thoracic impedance signal which is measured between the defibrillation pads. We also found that even standard finger PPG signals can show spontaneous pulses despite of expected centralization in some cases, which could be due to local vasodilation as a result of CO 2 build-up. However, it seems reasonable that central-site sensors are preferred, since they suffer less from centralization. Many studies have shown that pulse checks by manual palpation during resuscitation efforts are difficult to perform, are timeconsuming and unreliable [1] [2] [3] . Therefore, various methods have been investigated for detection of ROSC during resuscitation, each with strengths and weaknesses [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . The most reliable way to monitor patients under CPR is by measuring arterial blood pressure [23, 24] , however, this requires invasive procedures, which usually are not available out-of-hospital and not immediately available in-hospital.
PPG is a ubiquitously applied method for monitoring patients in acute care settings [10] [11] [12] [13] . However, as of today, it is not common clinical practice to use PPG to detect spontaneous pulse during CPR due to concerns about motion artifacts and poor peripheral perfusion [25, 26] . Interpretation of the PPG signal can be compromised by many factors like temperature, low perfusion and centralization of the patient or delays by signal processing and motion artifacts [26, 27] . It may also be difficult to determine if apparent pulses in the PPG signal are a result of chest compressions or of spontaneous cardiac activity [26] . Nonetheless, due to progress in hardware and signal processing techniques, PPG regained attention for pulse measurements even under severe motion, e.g., for pulse rate measurements in fitness applications with sensors integrated in watches [28, 29] . Additionally, there already is attention for using PPG specifically during CPR, e.g. in U.S. Patent 7, 569, 018 B [30] , which describes providing audible feedback during CPR on the presence and amplitude of a spontaneous pulse in a PPG signal. This patent also mentions the benefit of indicating absence of a spontaneous pulse to prevent interruptions in CPR, specifically during PEA.
It should be emphasized that PPG can provide information on presence/absence of a spontaneous pulse, but cannot detect ROSC as this requires assessing whether the circulation is life-sustaining. Detection of ROSC remains a clinical situational assessment. Furthermore, while ABP represents the blood pressure in the macrovasculature [10, 11] , PPG reflects the blood volume pulse in the microvasculature. This means that a single PPG signal cannot be used to assess the blood pressure of the patient, but only indicate whether a spontaneous pulse is present or not.
Limitations
The goal of this study was to determine the feasibility of identifying a spontaneous pulse in a PPG signal during CPR, not finding a technical solution to avoid motion artifacts. However, due to technical difficulties, especially the great vulnerability to artifacts, we were only able to use data from 9 patients for analysis from the original 19 patients in cardiac arrest and under CPR. Data from patients with one or another missing essential waveform during the periods of interest was excluded. Many artifacts and missing data were caused by the design of the PPG clips, which needs to be optimized for further research.
Spontaneous pulses can be detected in PPG signals, recorded from the finger, nose or ear, during short pauses in compressions, right after compressions stopped, or during ongoing compressions. PPG can furthermore measure a spontaneous pulse at very low ABP. There is insufficient data to conclude on the optimal site for PPG measurements during CPR in terms of detectability of a pulse at low perfusion or vasoconstricted states and in terms of vulnerability to artifacts. Vulnerability to artifacts might be handled by a better PPG sensor design. Our findings indicate that PPG could potentially provide decision support during CPR and should be re-evaluated for this purpose.
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